PSYCHIATRIC (MENTAL HEALTH) NURSING
(RS 3 & RS 4)

Q.P. CODE: 9650

Your answers should be specific to the questions asked.
Draw neat labeled diagrams wherever necessary.

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING

4 X 15 = 60 Marks

1. Mr. X has experienced the loss of his only child 2 yrs old. He is currently showing signs of depression:
   a) Discuss the grief process
   b) Discuss the nursing care of this client

2. a) Discuss the types of anxiety disorders
    b) Compare and contrast their clinical features
    c) Discuss the management of clients with anxiety disorders.

3. Discuss the role on the nurse in community mental health nursing

4. Discuss the vulnerable groups. In the context of abuse and neglect discuss the predisposing factors and the nurses role

SHORT NOTES (Answer any TWO)

2 X 10 = 20 Marks

5. Discuss the principles of psychiatric nursing with examples

6. Discuss nursing management of client who is alcohol withdrawal

7. Discuss the epidemiology of somatoform disorders and its treatment modalities

8. Design the layout and plan the staffing of a 40 bedded psychiatric unit in the general hospital